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This was originally written as a blog post, but as it
expanded, it made more sense to turn it into a zine. It is
based on dreams and conversations I've had with
numerous people who have inspired me to think deeper
about dream work, surrealism, art and activism. It's about
how our dreams can inspire our waking politics. It's about
"waking up to our dreams" as Dr. Jin Haritaworn
suggested for the title of this. This is a zine about dreams,
activism, art, surrealism and coping through a racialized
pandemic.  It about the power of the imagination. 

Much love and appreciation for Dr. Arama Rata, Mehwish
Mughal, and Kassie Hartendorp who first read over this
and gave me encouraging feedback. Based on Arama's
suggestions, I've changed the fonts for when I am
describing dreams and writing them in present tense to
better express them via Toko-pa Turner who is a dream
worker. Special thanks to Dr. Jin Haritaworn, Sunanda
Mesquita (@decolonialkilljoy) and the students in Jin's
ENVS class for their questions and inspiring
conversations on art and activism! This thinking never
happens in isolation. 

Creative Commons License - this zine can be shared
for non-commercial purposes with attribution.



I am on a spaceship on the moon
 

Alone
 

Staring through the window at Earth
Yearning to be able to return one day

When I don’t have to pay quarantine fees
 

To return one day
When I would be welcomed back

 

Brief intro: kia ora, ⼤家好 , warm greetings to you. I hope you are safe and well wherever you are
reading this from. I don't like writing bios but for context, it might be important for you all to know a
bit about me. My name Is MZ. I'm currently an international PhD student at YorkU, living in Tkaronto
(Toronto), an area covered by the Dish With One Spoon Wampum Belt, a precolonial agreement to
peacefully share and care for this land. A treaty that has since been grossly violated by the colonial
state of Canada. The land I am living on is the territory of the Mississaugas of the Credit First Nation,
the Huron-Wendat, the Anishinabek Nations, the Haudenosaunee Confederacy, and is now home to
many First Nations, Inuit and Métis communities. There are rich Indigenous dream cultures and
literature here I'm in the process of learning about. I recently started reading a book called Bawaajigan:
Stories of Power edited by Nathan Niigan Noodin Adler and Christine Miskonoodinkwe Smith which is
an anthology of short fiction by Indigenous writers across Turtle Island. I have connections to Aotearoa
(New Zealand) where I have spent 23 years of my life on stolen Māori land in Tāmaki-Makaurau and
Northern China where I was born. In this piece, I mention my grandpa's work. I never got to have
conversations with him about this as he passed away when I was a child just after we migrated to
Aotearoa. But I'm grateful I can learn from him and connect with his thoughts through his writing.
Dreaming is one way I have been finding meaning during this pandemic and art has been a way of
coping. Most of my art in this zine can be found on Instagram and FB @fufighterarts. Hope you enjoy
it!  

                                                                                                                              26/6/2021



Since the beginning of the pandemic, I have been able to remember more of my
dreams. After being in quarantine for over a whole year, I have been paying
more attention to them. Like many other people, zombie dreams were recurring
in the beginnings of the pandemic. And then, mask anxiety dreams. 

In the middle of a crowd or in a classroom,
nobody is wearing a mask. I realise I am not
either and I am fumbling in my pocket to

find my mask.
 

All of these dreams have been so vivid, demanding my waking attention. 



So over the last year, I

have tried to document,

write them down or make

art from these dreams. The

more I started taking my

dreams seriously, the more

I wondered about their

meanings. Interpreting

some of them has given

me some incredible

political insights. 

As activists, we talk about

political consciousness a

lot. Political consciousness

is a way to escape the

ideological grip of colonial

and racial capitalism. We

do a lot of consciousness-

raising in the hopes that it

can lead to meaningful

change. We place value

on being politically

“conscious” and “woke.”

There’s an interpretation of

certain kinds of racism or

sexism as “unconscious

bias.” So consciousness =

good, something we

should grow, and

unconsciousness = bad.

But as activists, dreams

have also been important,

dreaming is part of praxis

- we dream of better

worlds, but we use

‘dreams’ more to mean our

desires and future

visioning. 



But it’s rare that we talk about

literal dreams, dreams we

have when we are asleep.

Maybe because of Euro-

colonial patriarchal

obsessions with the “rational

mind”. We still privilege being

“conscious”. What if our

consciousness, subconscious

and unconscious are not neat

divisions? We think about

dreams in our waking state,

and we dream about people

and places in our dream

world. We daydream. What if

we listened to our

unconsciousness, our dream

states, as a source of wisdom,

theory and knowledge? 

Dreams can stretch our

imagination. They might be

forewarnings of emotions or

situations that we have yet to

realise or understand. They

might be processing our

traumas and enacting scenes

and plots that help us heal or

confront stuff we have been

avoiding. 

Ironically, they might be trying

to make us conscious of

something by showing us

something in our unconscious

state. 



If we read dreams like poetry,

there are metaphors,

ambiguity, polysemy and

rhythms that make us feel

something. We might be able

to expand the realm of

political possibilities and

knowing differently.  

Time is non-existent in

dreams, it’s at least not linear.

I remember watching the film

Waking Life when I was

younger and one of the ways

to test if you are dreaming is

to check a clock or a watch.

If it doesn’t work, then you are

in a dream and free to control

your dreams, you can have

lucid dreams. Lucid dreaming

is basically like being awake

in a dream, you are conscious

of your unconscious state and

you have ultimate freedom to

conjure up places or have

superhuman abilities. I usually

just fly and hover around trees

and hop around the top of

buildings.  

One of my dreams over

quarantine gifted me a

realisation about the nature

of time. 

It is an end of the world
scenario. I am sitting around a
wooden picnic table with some old
anarcho-punk friends I used to
hang out with. We are outside an
op shop - it is maybe the backyard
of 128 Abel Smith St (a radical
social centre in Te Whānganui-A-
Tara which burnt down last year).
We are talking about our activism
as teenagers in high school. A
white anarcha-feminist friend is
there and she reflects on what we
were doing as almost like
missionary work, trying to do
good, but for what? I disagree
with her in my head, thinking, “we
were doing it for our future.” At
that moment, we all have a
realisation that this is the
future to our youth and we burst
out into laughter with tears of
pain and anguish, thinking about
all our efforts, and this is what
we have. A pandemic. Climate
crisis. Ongoing police violence.
Ongoing genocide. Right wing
resurgence. 

We keep laughing harder but we are
really just trying to mask the
crying. 

An alarm rings. We have to
evacuate to the mountains. We have
to stay there until further
notice, until another alarm goes
and we have to move. We are living
in the future of our youth. It is
comically different to what we
imagined, hoped and dreamt of. A
caricature of our worst nightmare.  



This was a bleak dream, but it made me think

about ‘the future’. We do/did things for this

imagined destination, “the future” and right now

is a future to our past selves. Our past was a

present at one point, our present will be a past.

It’s easy to think that the future will or should be

better than the past and present. The dominant

narratives in Eurocentric history try to make us

think that things are better now, that progress

moves along with time. But that has always been

a myth. 

Maybe this dream also speaks to some of my

own feelings of failure, that the anti-capitalist

youth activism we did was not enough, and now

younger generations are coming through and still

have to fight the same bullshit. But at least it

was better that we tried, and are still trying. The

dream questioned our motivations - what or who

were we actively organising for? Maybe for

some people it does parallel missionary work, to

“save souls” and spread the gospel of a

particular leftist ideology where they see

themselves as the vanguard of the masses

leading people to a revolution/salvation. I

rejected that as a motivation. Doing it “for our

future” means we are invested in this work when

our own oppressions are bound together, it is

more centred on material changes to the

conditions we live in. It is based on love for

younger generations and making life easier for

them, rather than conversion to an ideology.   

That was just one dream that generated those

thoughts about time, futures, intergenerational

changes and constants. There are many more

dreams I can draw meaning from. 





It is nighttime, and I walk by a new donut shop on
Queen St near Aotea Square. My primary school friend
is there working. The donuts are giant and are filled
with Thai green curry in the middle. My friend offers
me some leftovers from a table that just celebrated
someone’s birthday. She packs them in tupperware
containers for me and wraps them in a bag. I thank
her for the free food and walk into Myers Park, up
the long flight of steps, and onto K rd. This person
who looked like a cartoon, small body, and a
bobblehead watches me and monitors my movement as I
enter an underground vintage clothing store.  

While I can’t travel physically, and have been mostly

stuck indoors, in my unconscious world, I can visit

places and people. I think a lot of them are informed

by feelings of homesickness. Most of my dreams

have been set in central Auckland. Maybe my

unconscious is compensating and consoling me for

not being able to go back and visit last year.



I am doing some abstract
art painting onto a canvas.
I dollop some white paint
onto the corner and it
makes a baozi/bun shape,
flopping slightly with the
gravity as I try to keep
its shape. 

Not all my dreams make sense, some

are absolutely absurd and I mostly only

remember fragments, but often they do

tell a story, and they generate feelings:

fear, anxiety, grief, curiosity, anger,

frustration and joy among others. The

mystery of dreaming is the most

fascinating and unsettling. 



What have your dreams been telling you? What

are the possibilities of allowing our dreams to

inform our politics, praxis and visions? 



In a dream, I had this beautiful silky
long black beard and half a mustache. At
one point it was braided and I was holding
on to it at the bottom, then suddenly it
fell off. I remember holding on to it so I
don’t lose the shape and so I can glue it
back on. In my dream world, facial hair is
not gendered.



As I was preparing to be on an art and activism panel hosted by Professor

Jin Haritaworn and featured Decolonial Killjoy’s work, I read the assigned

reading for that week. It was a chapter by Robin Kelley called “Keeping it

(Sur)real: Dreams of the Marvelous”. I read this months after I started writing

this article, and it was a moment where all these pieces of thoughts fell into

place. Like, wow, everything I’ve been thinking about has all been said and

thought before, from a different time and place. He talks about surrealism

as a revolutionary movement, a movement that centres the freedom of the

imagination; “It is a movement that invites dreaming, urges us to improvise

and invent, and recognizes the imagination as our most powerful weapon.”

But as practices and principles, Robin Kelley notes that surrealism was

already present in Afrodiasporic cultures. He explains why we need to go

beyond the real and into the surreal here:

“Above all, surrealism considers love and poetry and the

imagination powerful social and revolutionary forces, not

replacements for organized protest, for marches and sit-ins, for

strikes and slowdowns, for matches and spray paint. Surrealism

recognizes that any revolution must begin with thought, with

how we imagine a New World, with how we reconstruct our

social and individual relationships, with unleashing our desire

and building a new future on the basis of love and creativity

rather than rationality (which is like rationalization, the same

word they use for improving capitalist production and limiting

people’s needs).” - Robin Kelley

This reminds me of how Dr. Moana Jackson has also talked about the power

of the imagination and what colonisation has done to limit people’s

imagination for what is possible outside of parliamentary politics. How many

times have people in our lives responded to more radical propositions for

change as “unrealistic”? Who gets to define what is reality and the limits of

possibility? 

The panel in Professor Jin Haritaworn’s virtual classroom with Sunanda

Mesquita (Decolonial Killjoy) gave me a deeper appreciation of how art-

based activism can contribute to movement-building. That is to stretch the

imagination and limits of possibility, to visualise or produce/curate

soundscapes that enter the realms of the surreal. 

https://edisciplinas.usp.br/pluginfile.php/1016862/mod_resource/content/1/Kelley_Freedom%20Dreams.pdf
https://e-tangata.co.nz/comment-and-analysis/moana-jackson-how-about-a-politics-that-imagines-the-impossible/
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/0KJ0lS5IJcPnbewtOosLLL?fbclid=IwAR3NZhdN-S7lhSVxZZ_czdKLovktmVNaLc7XVsSLYzoeh3kI9ugSZgOucCE


None of these thoughts are necessarily new. My yeye (grandpa), Fu Zhenggu, had written about

dream theory/culture/poetry in Chinese history. Meditating on these thoughts about dreaming

led me to seek out his writing. I found a wealth of articles where he analyses dream culture,

poetry and literature with thousands of years of history. There are ancient collections of texts,

whole bodies of Chinese literature where poetry and song has been a way of recording and

interpreting dreams. It has been there since the beginnings of Chinese literature. You could say

the practices of surrealism have been central to ancient Chinese literary creations, and the

genre of dream writing has been a space of disguised and cryptic political critiques for many

millennia. He argues that dreams and literary creation are both founded on the imagination and

explains why dream writing has been a common thread across Chinese literature.

In his article, Dreams: A Convergence Point of Different Literary Creation Trajectories - A

Theory Derived from Ancient Chinese Literature, published in 1993，he says, in this

awkwardly Google-translated passage:

The imagination of dreams is the same as the

imagination of literary creation. It can

"consume thousands of years of thinking",

"see thousands of miles", "between the

chants, the sound of pearls and jade, and

before the eyebrows, the color of the wind

and clouds will be beautiful.” That is to say, on

the one hand, both dreams and literary

creations are based on imagination as their

main features. On the other hand, dreams and

literary creations both have similar artistic

effects and special expression functions.

梦的想 象与文学创作 的想象一样, 它能
“ 思接千载” , “ 视通万里” , “ 吟
咏之间, 吐纳珠玉之声 , 眉睫之前, 雄
舒 风 云 之 色 ” 。 也 就 是 说 , 一
方 面 , 梦 与 文 学 创 作 都 同样 是
以 想 象 为 其 主 要 特 点 的 , 另 一
方 面 , 梦 的 想 象 与 文 学 创 作 的
想 象 又 都 具 有 相 似 的 艺 术 效
应 专表 现 功 能 。 这 样 两 方 面 的
相 似性, 就使得梦 与文学创作发生了十
分密切的关系。



In the same essay, he talks about the power of dreams

for our imagination and creativity. It makes me think

about how human/nonhuman distinctions are blurred

and fluid, where self/other differentiation is non-

existent, where no material realities are fixed and final

(this translation I tweaked a bit from the Google

translated version):  

梦 是 一 种 意 念 的 神力 、 超 力 、 张 力 、

压 力 , 是 虚 构 力 、 想 象 力 、 创 造 力 的奇

特 大 结 合 。 在这力的支配下, 它可把人变性、 变

形、 变质, 变成另外的人种或一切非人的物种, 也可

把一 切 非人 的 物 种 变 成 人 种 , 把 非 人 的

世 界 变 成 人 的 世 界 , 甚 至 使 人 物 不 分 ,

浑 然 一 体 。 庄 周 梦 蝶, 是庄周变成蝶, 还是蝶

变成庄周呢?

Dreaming is a kind of mental/spiritual power,

superpower, tension, and pressure. It is a peculiar

combination of fiction, imagination, and creativity.

Under the direction of this power/force, it can transform

people’s genders, allow shapeshifting, metamorphism,

turn us into a different ethnicity or the infinite

possibilities of non-human species. It can also transform

non-human species into humans and the non-human

world into the human world, and even make no

distinction between humans and things, where people

and things are one and the same. Zhuang Zhou

dreamed of butterflies, did Zhuang Zhou become

butterflies, or did butterflies become Zhuang Zhou?

[Reference to a famous poem by Zhuang Zi who lived

between 369—286 BCE] 



Our creativity, our

subconscious/unconscious, our dreams (or

nightmares) can teach us, heal us, move

us, and (re)connect us to memories,

ancestors, desires or futurities.



on a hilly grass field 
next to a beach
old friends wear fairy costumes
tutus and butterfly wings 
flapping as they frolick 
colour-coordinated in pink
yellow
white 
pastels 
is this one of those life-changing field-trips
with Zuko?
are they or am I confronting a tenuous past?
I feel calm and curious 

someone talks about the problems with “winnism”
a concept they learnt from some British activists 
apparently, it's a politics set on winning
no matter what side it is
never heard this term in my life
is this like that time I dreamt about my friend
telling me about “lacto-memory”?
memory we get from our mothers' breast milk
feeding us ancestral memories 

our dreamworlds might be the wilderness 
to our tamed lives
a combination of memories of ancestral lives
going back before humans
as birds, as trees, as tigers
spirit-wonderings and spirit-wanderings
surreal 
so real



TL;DR: Being ‘woke’ is great, but let’s also get

some sleep and listen to what our dreams are

telling us. There may be infinite and expansive

knowledge we are missing out on by dismissing

our unconscious worlds, so keep dreaming. 

- from a book called Wandering Spirits: Chen Shiyuan's Encyclopedia of Dreams, translated with an

introduction by Richard E. Strassberg (2008, p.1). I found this while looking up my yeye's work which

was cited In this book. It also talked about how Chinese (maybe more specifically Daoist) dream

culture views our dreams lives as the yin to the yang world of waking consciousness (p. 37). Yin and

yang as in constant motion, complementary, in balance, inseparable and never fully discrete.
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